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i am using this mod on pc. i installed the mod, and i run the mod as i write this, but when the
mod starts, i only see a woman's face, and the mod shows that they have no aspiration. what
could be the problem? here's my situation, i got bored of the single life and used the polygamy
cheat to become a polygamist. i used the cheat to make a polygamy marriage with a woman. it
went fine. i had lots of passion and romance, but after a while, my wife just became a 2.0 and
then gave birth to my son. problem solved. so, i took her out of the marriage and got a new
wife. then i made another polygamy marriage, but now i got this problem: i can not have more
than 1,000 love and affection in my sim!?!? how do i get more love and affection for my sim? i
have followed all of the instructions, i think, but i'm not sure. i've installed the cheat, i've put
them into the marriage cheat, and opened a romance. when i have my romance with another
sim and i pick "i like you", i get 'i like you' but not 'i like you' and "i like you". i can never have 'i
like you' with another sim. i can only have 'i like you' with my sim. i am not using custom
portraits, but i'm not sure if that matters. is this because i'm only using the marriage cheat, or is
this a bug? to change sims 4 polygam relationship with mod, you have to access the my sims
application and click on relationships section. from there, click on modifyrelationship on the top
right corner and enter the cheat code. when you enter this cheat, you will be redirected to
managerelationship section, which will let you change the relationship with certain types of
characters. you can select one type of relationship with a sim, such as romantic, familial, or
sibling. polygamously mod was introduced to facilitate such relationships to possible. in case, it
appears weird and inappropriate for you, then you can change the relationship type to normal to
avoid such frustration.

Sims 4 Polygamy Cheat

we understand that many of the previous games players were restless with regards to their
sims’ romantic relationship with their siblings. now, to make things even better, this game came

up with a feature called mod pack, which allows the users to have relationships with their
siblings which was earlier against the game’s lore. billy rand is known to be the chief person

involved with modding the sims 4 game. we all know that sims love to have a love life. so billy
rand, the creator of mods, is interested in showing us something different. according to him, the
sims 4 is much more subtle than the sims 3 game, and this may not be able to create a love life.

this game does not have many action events. what we have instead is some unique features
such as the mod, sims 4 romance cheat, and many others. he has developed numerous mods
for the sims 4 game and has made our game more exciting. billy rand has made it possible for

us to love in more ways now. you can cheat in sims 4 game by pressing the button shift +
mutesim and then enter the mod name. this will allow you to enter the cheat. the mod comes in

the form of a plugin and it can be used by players as they want. you can always obtain it by
pressing shift + mutesim in your game. be careful to not activate any cheat that you are not
supposed to use. this cheat is intended to be used by sims 4 gameplay. you don’t have to be
compatible with your sim to use it. you can simply love him or her and it will work. if your sim
has been captured by the police, and you want to save him, press the button shift + mutesim
and then follow the instructions on your game console. this cheat will help you to escape from

the jailhouse. it works but there are several problems that users face with the cheat.
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